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English Syntax 2004-04-15 this textbook an abridged version of radford
s minimalist syntax and the syntax of english provides a concise and
accessible introduction to current syntactic theory drawing on the key
concepts of chomsky s minimalist programme assuming little or no prior
grammatical knowledge it takes students through a range of topics in
english syntax beginning at an elementary level and progressing in
stages towards more advanced material there is an extensive glossary
and each chapter contains a workbook section with helpful hints
exercises and model answers suitable for both class discussion and
self study
Syntax 2001 this new edition of syntax a functional typological
introduction is at many points radically revised in the previous
edition 1984 the author deliberately chose to de emphasize the more
formal aspects of syntactic structure in favor of a more comprehensive
treatment of the semantic and pragmatic correlates of syntactic
structure with hindsight the author now finds the de emphasis of the
formal properties a somewhat regrettable choice since it creates the
false impression that one could somehow be a functionalist without
being at the same time a structuralist to redress the balance explicit
treatment is given to the core formal properties of syntactic
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constructions such as constituency and hierarchy phrase structure
grammatical relations and relational control clause union finiteness
and governed constructions at the same time the cognitive and
communicative underpinning of grammatical universals are further
elucidated and underscored and the interplay between grammar cognition
and neurology is outlined also the relevant typological database is
expanded now exploring in greater precision the bounds of syntactic
diversity lastly syntax treats synchronic typological diversity more
explicitly as the dynamic by product of diachronic development or
grammaticalization in so doing a parallel is drawn between linguistic
diversity and diachrony on the one hand and biological diversity and
evolution on the other it is then suggested that as in biology
synchronic universals of grammar are exercised and instantiated
primarily as constraints on development and are thus merely the
apparent by products of universal constraints on grammaticalization
Syntax 2001-07-19 this new edition of syntax a functional typological
introduction is at many points radically revised in the previous
edition 1984 the author deliberately chose to de emphasize the more
formal aspects of syntactic structure in favor of a more comprehensive
treatment of the semantic and pragmatic correlates of syntactic
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structure with hindsight the author now finds the de emphasis of the
formal properties a somewhat regrettable choice since it creates the
false impression that one could somehow be a functionalist without
being at the same time a structuralist to redress the balance explicit
treatment is given to the core formal properties of syntactic
constructions such as constituency and hierarchy phrase structure
grammatical relations and relational control clause union finiteness
and governed constructions at the same time the cognitive and
communicative underpinning of grammatical universals are further
elucidated and underscored and the interplay between grammar cognition
and neurology is outlined also the relevant typological database is
expanded now exploring in greater precision the bounds of syntactic
diversity lastly syntax treats synchronic typological diversity more
explicitly as the dynamic by product of diachronic development or
grammaticalization in so doing a parallel is drawn between linguistic
diversity and diachrony on the one hand and biological diversity and
evolution on the other it is then suggested that as in biology
synchronic universals of grammar are exercised and instantiated
primarily as constraints on development and are thus merely the
apparent by products of universal constraints on grammaticalization
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Beginning Syntax 2023-02-28 a coherent and engaging introduction to
generative syntax by a leading figure in the field with no prior
knowledge required
An Introduction to Syntax 2001-04-26 the book guides students through
the basic concepts involved in syntactic analysis and goes on to
prepare them for further work in any syntactic theory using examples
from a range of phenomena in human languages it also includes a
chapter on theories of syntax
Syntax 2017-11-16 using a concise and clear style this book highlights
insights from current syntactic theory and minimalism chapter 1 starts
with the general idea behind generative grammar and should be read
from a big picture perspective because the book expects no prior
syntactic background its next two chapters are on lexical and
grammatical categories and on basic phrase structure rules after these
introductory chapters the book covers the clausal spine the vp tp and
cp in chapters 4 5 and 6 respectively for the vp it emphasizes lexical
aspect theta roles and the vp shell for the tp and cp it uses a
cartographic approach and juxtaposes that to free adjunction chapter 7
covers the dp and chapter 8 discusses the importance of features
chapter 9 returns to some of the issues raised in chapter 1 and
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summarizes the approach it includes keywords frequent summaries
exercises and suggested answers to the exercises cartoons and frequent
corpus examples enliven the text
English Syntax 2008 focusing on the descriptive facts of english this
volume provides a systematic introduction to english syntax for
students with no prior knowledge of english grammar or syntactic
analysis english syntax aims to help students appreciate the various
sentence patterns available in the language understand insights into
core data of its syntax develop analytic abilities to further explore
the patterns of english and learn precise ways of formalizing
syntactic analysis for a variety of english data and major
constructions such as agreement raising and control the auxiliary
system passive wh questions relative clauses extrapolation and clefts
publisher s description
Syntax 2001 andrew carnie s bestselling textbook on syntax has guided
thousands of students through the discipline of theoretical syntax
retaining its popularity due to its combination of straightforward
language comprehensive coverage and numerous exercises in this third
edition topics have been updated new exercises added and the online
resources have been expanded supported by expanded online student and
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instructor resources including extra chapters on hpsg lfg and time
saving materials for lecturers including problem sets powerpoint
slides and an instructors manual features new chapters on ellipsis
auxiliaries and non configurational languages covers topics including
phrase structure the lexicon case theory movement covert movement
locality conditions vp shells and control accompanied by a new
optional workbook available separately of sample problem sets which
are designed to give students greater experience of analyzing
syntactic structure
Syntax 2012-08-20 this outstanding resource for students offers a step
by step practical introduction to english syntax and syntactic
principles as developed by chomsky over the past 15 years assuming
little or no prior background in syntax andrew radford outlines the
core concepts and how they can be used to describe various aspects of
english sentence structure this is an abridged version of radford s
major new textbook analysing english sentences also published by
cambridge university press and will be welcomed as a handy
introduction to current syntactic theory
An Introduction to English Sentence Structure 2009-02-12 presents the
basic goals and tools of syntactic analysis this book s framework is
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theory neutral presenting a scientific introduction to the field and
to synchronic description it examines variation and change syntactic
typology language acquisition and possible explanations from
structural evolutionary and functional perspectives
An Introduction to Syntax 2006-06-19
A Critical Introduction to Syntax 2011-03-17 this book provides an
overview of basic syntactic categories analytical methods and
theoretical frameworks that are needed for a comprehensive and
systematic description and analysis of the syntax of english as it is
spoken and written today it is therefore useful for students of the
english language but also for teachers who are looking for an overview
of traditional syntactic analysis in addition the book explores
various related aspects such as syntactic variation the relation
between syntax and semantics and psycholinguistic approaches to syntax
one focus throughout is to introduce the reader to the art or science
of syntactic argumentation almost all of the examples that are found
in this book are drawn from language corpora each syntactic concept
therefore is exemplified by authentic language data
Introduction to English Syntax 2010 the second edition of this
invaluable introductory text takes account of developments in
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syntactic studies dealing with the whole range of syntax this book
explains in a lucid and approachable way why linguists have adopted
certain solutions to problems and not others this book introduces the
basic concepts used in the description of syntax independently of any
single model of grammar profusely illustrated with diagrams there are
sets of exercises for every chapter which can be used in class or by
students working independently
Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction. Vol. 2 2001 there have
been many books on english syntax available in the market they were
written in english for students of english around the world few books
on indonesian syntax have been written in indonesian however a book on
english syntax by indonesian writers has not yet been available let
alone for indonesian students of english at kanjuruhan university of
malang considering this fact we dare write a little book on english
syntax this little book was written on the basis of our students work
on english syntax a lot of input has been obtained after many years of
teaching english syntax the given data which become the raw materials
for this little book were then compiled and re set under several
headings this little book falls into three big parts each part treats
different topics which are then elaborated into several chapters the
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first part deals with syntactic structures of modification which are
termed as phrases in grammar the second part is about syntactic
structures of predication and complementation which are crystallized
into five basic sentence patterns where grammatical functions play
their roles the last part is concerned with semantic roles the roles
are divided into participants processes and circumstances
Syntax 2020-10-14 the central goal of this text is to introduce the
reader to the methods of argumentation used in the construction of
syntactic theory the ways in which hypotheses are supported or shown
to be inadequate it it not so much about syntactic theory as an
attempt to involve the reader in constructing syntactic theory even at
the beginning the text deals with a selected number of the clearer
issues that arise in analyzing a limited set of english constructions
and it is restricted to a classical framework the authors believe that
in this way students will gain a thorough grounding in the methods of
syntactic argumentation will be well equipped to explore other areas
on their own and to appreciate the significance of the many
theoretical innovations that have been proposed to make up for the
inadequacies in the classical approach
ENGLISH SYNTAX 2021-11-01 this book is for people who have never
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thought about syntax and who don t know anything about grammar but who
want to learn assuming a blank slate on the part of the reader the
book treats english grammar as a product of the speaker s mind and
builds up student skills by exploring phrases and sentences with more
and more complexity as the chapters proceed
An Introduction to the Principles of Transformational Syntax 1975
introducing english syntax provides a basic introduction to syntax for
students studying english as a foreign language at university
examining english phrase and sentence structure from a descriptive
point of view this book develops the reader s understanding of the
characteristic features of english sentence construction and provides
the necessary theoretical apparatus for engaging with the language key
features include a unique framework combining theoretical and
practical approaches to provide an insight into the intricacies of
english syntax an accessible and clear style which guides the learner
through analysis application and practical construction of sentences a
range of exercises at the end of each chapter and a brand new e
resource housing answers and commentaries to these exercises this book
requires no previous knowledge of linguistics and is essential reading
for students and teachers of applied linguistics and efl esl as well
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as those who seek a basic grounding in english sentence structure
An Introduction to English Grammar Syntax 2008-01-01 the third edition
of andrew carnie s syntax a generative introduction and the syntax
workbook are now available as a set his bestselling textbook on syntax
has guided thousands of students through the discipline of theoretical
syntax retaining its popularity due to its combination of
straightforward language comprehensive coverage and numerous exercises
in this third edition topics have been updated new exercises added and
the online resources have been expanded the syntax workbook was
written as a response to the students and instructors who over the
years have requested more problem sets that give greater experience in
analyzing syntactic structure aligned chapter by chapter with the
textbook this workbook provides over 120 new exercises on all of the
major topics in generative syntax
Introducing English Syntax 2017-11-15 analysing sentences is an
accessible and student friendly introduction to the practical analysis
of english sentence structure the book covers key concepts such as
constituency category and functions and uses tree diagrams throughout
to help the reader visualise the structure of sentences the fifth
edition of this best selling textbook has been thoroughly updated and
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revised to feature new material new example sentences and a more
reader friendly layout the final chapter sets the analysis in its
theoretical context and includes an introduction to constituency in x
bar syntax the book is also supported by an updated companion website
featuring extra exercises for students and a complete set of answers
for instructors for the online activities and exercises in the book
accessible and clear this book is the perfect textbook for readers
coming to this topic for the first time featuring many in text and end
of chapter exercises it is suitable for self directed study as well as
for use as core reading on introductory syntax courses
Syntax 2012-08-28 this new edition of syntax a functional typological
introduction is at many points radically revised in the previous
edition 1984 the author deliberately chose to de emphasize the more
formal aspects of syntactic structure in favor of a more comprehensive
treatment of the semantic and pragmatic correlates of syntactic
structure with hindsight the author now finds the de emphasis of the
formal properties a somewhat regrettable choice since it creates the
false impression that one could somehow be a functionalist without
being at the same time a structuralist to redress the balance explicit
treatment is given to the core formal properties of syntactic
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constructions such as constituency and hierarchy phrase structure
grammatical relations and relational control clause union finiteness
and governed constructions at the same time the cognitive and
communicative underpinning of grammatical universals are further
elucidated and underscored and the interplay between grammar cognition
and neurology is outlined also the relevant typological database is
expanded now exploring in greater precision the bounds of syntactic
diversity lastly syntax treats synchronic typological diversity more
explicitly as the dynamic by product of diachronic development or
grammaticalization in so doing a parallel is drawn between linguistic
diversity and diachrony on the one hand and biological diversity and
evolution on the other it is then suggested as in biology synchronic
universals of grammar are exercised and instantiated primarily as
constraints on development and are thus merely the apparent by
products of universal constraints on grammaticalization
An Introduction to English Transformational Syntax 1976 this book is a
self contained introduction to language and linguistics suitable for
use as a textbook and for self study written by a team of
distinguished linguists it offers a unified approach to language from
several perspectives a language is a complex structure represented in
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the minds of its speakers and this book provides the tools necessary
for understanding this structure it explains basic concepts and recent
theoretical ideas in the major areas of linguistics phonetics
phonology morphology syntax and semantics as well as the applications
of these to the study of child language acquisition psycholinguistics
language disorders and sociolinguistics the book is divided into three
sections sounds words and sentences in each of these sections the
foundational concepts are introduced along with their applications in
the above fields giving this book a clear and unique structure each
section is accompanied by extensive exercises and guidance on further
reading
Analysing Sentences 2021-09-27 transformational syntax is an analytic
technique of grammatical description which has exciting psychological
and philosophical ramifications inspiring creative research into the
conceptual powers and behaviour of man in this book first published in
1971 the author suggests that the techniques of the classical period
1964 66 of transformational syntax provide the securest foundation for
syntactic analysis and are indispensable if students are to understand
recent changes to the analytical technique this title will be of
interest to students of language and linguistics
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Syntax 2001 a valuable companion to andrew carnie s syntax a
generative introduction 4th edition full of practice questions and
engaging exercises to promote student comprehension syntax a
generative introduction fourth edition is the leading textbook for
undergraduate courses in the syntax covering foundational topics such
as universal grammar parts of speech constituency trees structural
relations binding theory x bar theory and movement as well as advanced
subjects such as control theory ellipsis polysynthesis incorporation
non configurationality and merge written by syntax author andrew
carnie the syntax workbook has been purposefully designed to support
and complement the use of syntax in the undergraduate classroom the
syntax workbook is the perfect companion to the author s seminal
textbook and contains updated practice material for every section of
the text this workbook includes exercises practice questions data
analysis and knowledge application questions for each section in
syntax a generative introduction fourth edition features exercises and
questions with full answers and explanations to assist students in
learning to apply theory to practice has been authored by leading
figure in syntax andrew carnie to support classroom usage of syntax a
generative introduction fourth edition works in concert with a student
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companion website offering a robust selection of learning tools for
the classroom ideal for undergraduate courses in syntax syntax a
generative introduction fourth edition and the syntax workbook second
edition together offer a perfect combination of thorough coverage and
valuable practice the workbook can be purchased on its own or in a set
with the textbook available as a set with syntax a generative
introduction 4th edition
Linguistics 1999-04-08 review from previous edition a slim and useful
student textbook for english syntax although most of the examples are
from english the book introduces general concepts which provide the
necessary tools for a basic syntactic analysis of any language the
book concentrates on topics that will remain useful to the student who
does not go on to study linguistics but say literature or efl teaching
the year s work in english studiesin this revised and fully updated
new edition of his popular textbook jim miller discusses the central
concepts of syntax which are applied in a wide range of university
courses in business communication in teaching and in speech therapy
the book deals with concepts which are central to traditional grammar
but have been greatly refined over the past forty years parts of
speech and how to recognise them constructions and their
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interrelationships subordinate clauses and how to recognise the
different types subjects and objects agents and patients and other
roles the book draws out the connections between syntax and meaning
and between syntax and discourse in particular a new chapter focuses
on the analysis of discourse and the final chapter deals with tense
aspect and voice topics which are central to the construction of texts
and are of major importance in second language learning they are also
areas where meaning and grammar interconnect very closely key
featurescoverage of central themes with a wide application outside the
study of syntaxexplains basic concepts supported by a glossary of
technical termsexercises and sources for further reading provided
An Introduction to Transformational Syntax 2018-03-27 this new edition
of syntax a functional typological introduction is at many points
radically revised in the previous edition 1984 the author deliberately
chose to de emphasize the more formal aspects of syntactic structure
in favor of a more comprehensive treatment of the semantic and
pragmatic correlates of syntactic structure with hindsight the author
now finds the de emphasis of the formal properties a somewhat
regrettable choice since it creates the false impression that one
could somehow be a functionalist without being at the same time a
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structuralist to redress the balance explicit treatment is given to
the core formal properties of syntactic constructions such as
constituency and hierarchy phrase structure grammatical relations and
relational control clause union finiteness and governed constructions
at the same time the cognitive and communicative underpinning of
grammatical universals are further elucidated and underscored and the
interplay between grammar cognition and neurology is outlined also the
relevant typological database is expanded now exploring in greater
precision the bounds of syntactic diversity lastly syntax treats
synchronic typological diversity more explicitly as the dynamic by
product of diachronic development or grammaticalization in so doing a
parallel is drawn between linguistic diversity and diachrony on the
one hand and biological diversity and evolution on the other it is
then suggested as in biology synchronic universals of grammar are
exercised and instantiated primarily as constraints on development and
are thus merely the apparent by products of universal constraints on
grammaticalization
The Syntax Workbook 2021-03-05 this text discusses the central
concepts of syntax which are applied in a range of university courses
in business in teaching and in speech therapy
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Introduction to English Syntax 2016-09-28 this book is a course level
introduction to the theory of generative grammar of natural languages
this theory considers grammar to be a system of rules that generate
exactly those combinations of words that form grammatical sentences in
a given language and involves the use of defined operations called
transformations to produce new sentences from existing ones
Syntax 2001-07-19 the study of syntax is fundamental to linguistics
and language study but it is often taught solely within the framework
of transformational grammar this book is unique in several respects it
introduces the basic concepts used in the description of syntax
independently of any single model of grammar most grammatical models
fail to deal adequately with one aspect of syntax or another and the
authors argue that an understanding of the concepts used in any full
description of language is crucial for assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of formal grammars formal approaches to some of these
concepts are critically examined this book will train students of
either linguistics or language to understand and make the best use of
any grammar they encounter secondly the book deals with the whole of
syntax from immediate constituents and relations between sentences it
also examines concepts like subject and object agent and patient topic
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comment and theme thirdly there is a section on morphology and a
discussion of the relationship between syntax and morphology as a book
which explains in a lucid and approachable way why linguists have
adopted certain solutions to problems and not others this will be an
invaluable introductory text it is profusely illustrated with diagrams
and there are sets of exercises for every chapter which can be used in
class or by students working independently this second edition has
been extensively revised to take account of recent developments in
syntactic studies
An Introduction to English Syntax 2008 introduction to the theory of
grammar makes available to teachers and students of syntax a
comprehensive critical review of the main results of present day
grammatical theory and shows how they were achieved
Introduction to Generative-transformational Syntax 1978 an
introduction to syntactic analysis and theory offers beginning
students a comprehensive overview of and introduction to our current
understanding of the rules and principles that govern the syntax of
natural languages includes numerous pedagogical features such as
practice boxes and sidebars designed to facilitate understanding of
both the hows and the whys of sentence structure guides readers
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through syntactic and morphological structures in a progressive manner
takes the mystery out of one of the most crucial aspects of the
workings of language the principles and processes behind the structure
of sentences ideal for students with minimal knowledge of current
syntactic research it progresses in theoretical difficulty from basic
ideas and theories to more complex and advanced up to date concepts in
syntactic theory
Syntax 2021-04-13 this book provides an introduction to compositional
semantics and to the syntax semantics interface it is rooted within
the tradition of model theoretic semantics and develops an explicit
fragment of both the syntax and semantics of a rich portion of english
professor jacobson adopts a direct compositionality approach whereby
the syntax builds the expressions while the semantics simultaneously
assigns each a model theoretic interpretation alongside this approach
the author also presents a competing view that makes use of an
intermediate level logical form she develops parallel treatments of a
variety of phenomena from both points of view with detailed
comparisons the book begins with simple and fundamental concepts and
gradually builds a more complex fragment including analyses of more
advanced topics such as focus negative polarity and a variety of
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topics centering on pronouns and binding more generally exercises are
provided throughout alongside open ended questions for students to
consider the exercises are interspersed with the text to promote self
discovery of the fundamentals and their applications the book provides
a rigorous foundation in formal analysis and model theoretic semantics
and is suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students in
linguistics philosophy of language and related fields
Syntax 1991
An Introduction to the Historical Study of English Syntax 1979
A Critical Introduction to Syntax 2001
Syntax 1988
Syntax 1984-01-01
Introduction to the Theory of Grammar 1986
An Introduction to Syntactic Analysis and Theory 2013-12-04
Syntax 1980
Compositional Semantics 2014
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